SafeGate by Gradiant provides a turnkey solution for easier integration and management of cryptographic hardware (HSMs) with financial apps and services.

According to the digital transformation in the financial institutions, it is necessary to adapt the solutions provided by HSMs vendors to more dynamic scenarios capable of assimilating the new digital services. SafeGate by Gradiant solves the complexity related to HSMs usage and management, facilitating the integration with the business processes and streamlining the migration among HSMs from different vendors.

Our solution enables the deployment of scalable architectures making a more efficient HSMs usage. With SafeGate by Gradiant you have a centralized management, monitoring and secure HSM sharing production, backup and testing, reducing the quantity of HSM needed.

Manage and operate with HSMs from different vendors

Centralized monitoring of cryptographic operations and HSMs

Cost-saving in the integration and migration processes involving HSMs

High-level API for seamless integration with financial applications